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Football Games
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Football season kicks off this month and you know what that means:
tailgating! Whether you’re having a football party at home or heading to the
stadium for some burgers and hotdogs before the game, a lot of the supplies
you have in your work truck can do double duty on the weekends, too.

1. Fold-out Chair

Whether you need to rest your feet on a job site, need a place to eat your
lunch or you’re hanging out at the tailgate before a game, these chairs come
in handy and fold up into a bag for easy transport and storage.
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2. Costa Rafael Sunglasses

Eye protection is a key part of safety while on the job, and these matte
black sunglasses make a stylish choice to wear while working or on the
weekends. You won’t want to miss the kickoff due to the sun getting in your
eyes!
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3. Corkcicle Tumbler

Be more environmentally friendly and keep your drinks cool for up to nine
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hours on the job or on-the-go with this triple-insulated stainless steel
water bottle from Corkcicle. The sleek design makes it easy to fit in cup
holders in your truck or in your chair at the tailgating party.
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4. Dewalt Portable Radio

Listening to music can make your day more enjoyable, so pick up one of these
portable radios from DeWalt that run off 12V/20V MAX battery packs and have a
range of up to 100 feet. Clearly, this is your entertainment for the parking
lot before the big game, too.
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5. Cooler

During hot days on the job, ice drinks and keep your sandwiches chilled for
your lunch break. On the weekends, your cooler can hold a few cold ones, as
well as the burgers and dogs before you throw ‘em on the grill.
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